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Abstract

This paper describes very briefly an extension package that has been
designed so as to make it easy to typeset critical editions of Hellenic
philology. Not only contains hundreds of commands for inserting special
symbols, but it contains new environments for typesetting verses with
various ways of verse numbering, and to typeset metric patterns for the
correct rhythmic rendering of the ancient Greek poetry.

Many useful features are still missing in order to typeset all parts of a
critical edition, but what is available is already sufficient for many tasks.

1. Introduction

In Greece typesetting in Greek is obviously normal; outside Greece Greek
typesetting is mostly used by hellenist scholars who would like to use Greek
typesetting for writing articles, conference contributions, books, and the like,
where the main object is the deep analysis of the Greek language and literature,
mostly the ancient one. These scholars need a lot of symbols for marking up the
text; for underlining what they believe should be interpolated in a certain way,
or, on the opposite, for underlining what they believe to be material arbitrarily
introduced by medieval copyists; for inserting letters that are missing from
the “normal” 24 letter alphabet, especially when they transcribe the lettering
and wording deciphered on archeological specimens, such as, for example, the
numerous “ostraka” that are being uncovered everyday. They need to represent
the rhythmic patterns of the ancient poetry; they need to superimpose series
of accents, even on consonants, or to put “illegal” accents on some vowels, such
as, for example, a circumflex on a short vowel.

All these tasks required a complete analysis of most of the signs, so as to
see if it would be possible to put them together by picking them up from the
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existing alphabets of the CM (Computer modern), EC (extended computer
modern), TS Text symbol companion), CB (CB Greek fonts) sets, including
the math symbols. Many of these needed both the upright and the inclined
version; many diacritical marks had to be placed indifferently over Greek as
well as Latin glyphs; many were missing and had to be created from scratch.

In order to cope with the above requirements, set forth by a PhD graduate
student in Greek philology and classical Greek Literature, Mr Paolo Ciacchi,
studying in the University of Trieste, I had to put together or to polish new
fonts, in particular the Lipsiakos one [1], to write down something close to 300
macros, mostly available to the end user for typesetting purposes, to design a
completely new font for poetry metrics; eventually this font collected also many
glyphs that are consistent with the philological requirements but have nothing
to do with metrics.

2. Symbols

The extension package teubner.sty takes care of making available a whole
lot of macros for inserting unusual symbols in the philologically edited text. The
package in documented TEX form (extension .dtx) is available from ctan in
folder tex-archive/macros/latex/contib/supported/teubner; this folder
contains file teubner-doc.pdf which should be printed and read before do-
ing anything else; follow the exact order: first printing, second reading. The
necessity of printing first arises from the fact that for the moment there are no
CB fonts available in PostScript form, at least not the latest version with the
new glyphs, the new typefaces and the poetic metrics font. It is well known
that raster fonts are poorly rendered by PDF viewers, but these viewers have
no problems in printing them especially if they were embedded at 600 dpi.
Therefore first print and then read, please.

3. Kernings

With the Lipsiakos font all ligatures and kernings are carefully taken care
of, but the accent-letter mechanism intrinsic to the CB fonts (as well as with
most if not all the other Greek fonts that may be used with LATEX) breaks up
the kerning information embedded in the font metrics: compare aÔ and aÔ .
The former is what you get by resorting to the embedded ligatures, while the
latter is what you should get with proper kerning.

In a general modern text typeset with monotoniko spelling you hardly no-
tice this glitch; and if you type while using the Greek keyboard and the modern
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monotoniko encoding described in file iso-8859-7.def there is no glitch, be-
cause put characters are directly mapped directly to the internal TEX character
codes, so that no accent-vowel ligature takes place.

But hellenists around the world hardly have a Greek keyboard and in any
case they have to type polutoniko spelling; this means they have to resort to
the Latin-Greek keyboard mapping initially established with the appearance
of Silvio Levi’s Greek fonts back in the late eighties.

Moreover philologists are generally quite fussy about the quality of what
they are getting into type, whether it is themselves who key in the text to be
typeset or it is a professional typographer. For this reason I defined several
dozen macros so as to make a direct reference to the internal TEX character
code, without resorting to ligatures; instead of keying in a’u you key in a\ua.
The whole list of these macros appears in teubner-doc.pdf. In any case they
are quite easy to remember; these control sequence names are made up of at
most four characters in this order:

1. one of the vowels a, e, h, i, o, u, w (compulsory), followed by at least one
of the following optional letters in the specified order:

2. d, r, s, diaeresis or rough or smooth spirits;

3. a, g, c, acute or grave or circumflex accents;

4. i, iota subscript;

so that in the previous example \ua stands for upsilon with acute, and \asgi

produces Ŕ .

This accent-ligature problem could be solved if the prefix notation was aban-
doned in favor of the postfix notation for accents; some other inconveniences
would show up, therefore for now it is necessary to cope with what is available.

4. Verses

Several new verse environments have been designed for philological pur-
poses; they differ in the way verses are numbered and in part in the verse layout;
I’ll show a few examples that contain also specimens of other commands.
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Meropis fr. 3 k. [aÐ nÔ]
56

ken >Hreaklĺa katèkt[anen,]
57

eÊ mŸ >Ajănh

lĹbron [âpebrìn]
58

thse d ‘i ’àg nefèwn ka[tabffla]
59

sa

. . .

Meropis fr. 4 ênjfl å màn e[Êsplh]
68

jÌn Merìpwn kÐen. Ź [dà dia]
69

prä

aÊqemĺi sjĺtoc [êlassen.]
70

ç dfl âxèqutfl; oÎ gĂr [åmoØai]

[Ć]
71

jĹnatai jnhtaØsi bol[aÈ katĂ]
72

gaØan Łsin.

prh[[m]]n[ĺc d.......]
73

thse. mèlac dà perie.[.....]
74

rw

BAQULIDOU DIJURAMBOI

 ta; prìsje qeirÀn bÐan

de[Ð]xomen; tĂ dfl âpiìnta da[Ðmo]n srineØ.

tìsfl eÒpen Ćrètaikmoc ąrwc;

t]Ĺfon dà naubĹtai

f]wtäc ÍperĹfanon

 j]Ĺrsoc; <AlÐou te gambrÀi qìlwsen łtor

5. Metric patterns

A new font, whose METAFONT files are included in the same folder together
with instructions for their installation, has been designed so as to make it easy
to typeset the poetic metric patterns and to define new patterns by means of
the elementary symbols and/or some already defined pattern; therefore instead
of writing down the 12-18 single long and short marks, one can define a single
command for specifying a hexametre by using long, short and anceps marks.

A specific environment is defined for grouping metric variants with a large
brace, and everything may be used within any verse environment, from the
standard LATEX one to the new ones defined in the package.
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 kèlomai polÔstonon

 ârÔken Õb rin; oÎ gĂr Ńn jèloi-

mfl Łmbroton ârannän >Ao [Üc

 ÊdeØn fĹoc, âpeÐ tinfl Žðjè [w
| }

n

 sÌ damĹseiac Ćèkon-

 ta; prìsje qeirÀn bÐan

 de[Ð]xomen; tĂ dfl âpiìnta da[Ðmw]n krineØ.“
 tìsfl eÚpen Ćrètaiqmoc ąrwc;

 t]Ĺfon dà naÔbatai

 f]wtäc ÍperĹfanon

  j]Ĺrsoc; <AlÐou te gambrÀi qìlwsen łtor,

 Õfainè te potainÐan

 mĺtin, eÚpen te; „magalosjenèc

 ZeÜ pĹter, Łkouson; eÒ pèr me nÔm [fa

 FoÐnissa leukÿlenoc soÈ tèken,

  nÜn prìpempfl Ćpfl oÎranoÜ joĹn

 purièjeiran ĆstrapĹn

 sŘmfl ĆrÐg nwton; eÊ

dà kaÈ sà TroizhnÐa seisÐqjoni

fÔteusen AÒjra Posei-

 dŘni tìnde qrÔseon

 qeiräc Ćg laìn

ênegke kìsmon âk bajeÐac Ąlìc,

 dilkřn jrĹsei sÀma paträc âc dìmouc.

 eÒseai dfl aÒkfl âmŘc klÔni

 Krìnioc eÎqŘc


)

Ćnaxibrèntac å pĹntw[n me]d. [èw
| }

]n.“

Figure 1: Yet another example!
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6. Conclusion

In order to keep this contribution short enough, I will not go further in
presenting other commands and environments. The interested philologist may
found full documentation in teubner-doc.pdf [2], together with the necessary
pieces of software.

The work is still in progress; what is still missing from the package is the
possibility of formatting text and footnotes according to the style normally
used in critical editions. I am working on this, but the problem appears to be
very difficult to solve if one refrains from modifying the LATEX output routine,
so if I ever find a solution, it will not be in a short time.
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